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With just a few supplies, 
metallic leafing can be a fast 
and easy way to dress up any 
décor with truly high-end results.

Mix, match and 
leaf  it all together.
The fabulously fun 
mixed leafing flakes 
make glamorizing 
a simple wood box 
effortless but stylish.

gold leaf  collage
Turn a store-bought framed print into fine art by 

gilding accents to the frame and print itself.

gold leaf  ottoman
Stencil your way around an ottoman for a 

classy resting spot.

golden oldies
Put a new spin on a classic favorite with gold leaf.  
Watch the album hit it gold right before your eyes.

gold leaf  owl
Recycle that discarded and chipped thrift 
store find by turning it into funky pop art 

with a few sheets of gold leaf.
gold leaf  globe

Search the world over, but you’ll never find a globe with 
so much style. Simply leaf the continents and antique 

the stand to achieve this decorator's look.

gold leaf  centerpiece
Leaf and paint a variety of metallic finishes on a mix 
of seashells to create a trendy candle centerpiece. leaf  it & love it
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2. Use a paint brush to apply leafing adhesive
 to candlestick. Let adhesive dry according to  
 manufacturer’s instructions.

4. Continue to use the paintbrush to dust  
 away excess leafing.

1. Supplies:  Candlestick, Gold Leafing, 
 Leafing Adhesive, Leafing Sealer,
 Paint Brushes, Rubber Gloves

We turned plain Jane candlesticks glitzy
and glamorous in just a few simple steps.

3. Place a sheet of leafing onto candlestick and  
 use a dry paintbrush to lightly press the  
 leafing into adhesive.

5. Once candlestick is completely covered  
 with leafing, apply leafing sealer with   
 paintbrush and let dry according to 
 manufacturer’s instructions.

Whether it's shimmering 
gold, timeless silver 
or a brilliant shade 
of  copper you’re after, 
leafing is a stunning 
artistic technique that 
brings glitz and glamour 
to everything it touches.

A House, A Nest, A Place to Rest!
{Un Maison, Un Nichée, Une Place à Rester}

Add elegance to a marvously shaped wooden chair by highlighting 
details and creating a golden fleur-de-lis with a gold leafing marker.

golden masterpiece
Change a salvaged frame into an old 
world masterpiece in no time with 

gold leafing and metalic paints.

gold leaf  drapes
Turn ordinary curtains into stylish scrolled 

draperies. Simply stencil with liquid gold leaf 
paints to create fabulous details.


